The structural of image either medical or any other images is describe by their texture, thus the texture is consider as the characteristic information of the image. In this search the Computed tomography (CT) images is used, the images size are 512×512 of (12) images for different kidney cases, four for Cyst, four for Fibrosis and four for Stone case. The watershed segmentation used to segment the Cyst, Fibrosis and Stone from the healthy texture as well as, the "Local Binary Pattern" (LBP) which is a texture descriptor used for locating the Cyst, Fibrosis and stone from the rest images, finally the textural spectrum is used as statistical features, more over the geometrical features are calculated in order to describe the shape and geometry of Cyst, Fibrosis and Stone of the Kidney by finding the irregularity value. The texture features accuracy which are obtained in this search are, for the Fibrosis, the Local Binary Pattern is 89.91%, the Textural Spectrum 92.65% and Local Binary with the Textural Spectrum is 94.55%. For the Cyst texture features accuracy are, the Local Binary Pattern is 93.65%, the Textural Spectrum 94.56% and Local Binary with the Textural Spectrum is 96%. And for the Stone the texture features accuracy are, the Local Binary Pattern is 88.4%, the Textural Spectrum 91.36% and Local Binary with the Textural Spectrum is 95%.
Introduction
A lot of information about the inside of human body can be study by using the medical image processing. It can be interpreted by the physician depending on the type of the images which are used. The Computed tomography (CT) images give a huge description about the kidney texture and it include a lot of information about the construction of the images. The watershed segmentation in which morphological operation used in segmented the images, (Beucher and Lantuejoul) were the first which use the watershed concept [1] . The method which are adopted in this search based on two steps, the first one is detecting the local changes in the image by boundary based. The second step depend on measuring the similarities between the pixel regions [2] . The "texture analysis" is the most important procedure to extracted the information features from the images, (Tuceryan and Jain) it is used the statistical and geometrical features to describe the textural information. The approaches to classifying the texture depend on either region based or pixel based, for the region based the image must segmented to homogenous textural region while, for the pixel based the spectral information is used to classify the pixel in the images [3] . Consider the uniform pattern of the images as a local features. The Local Binary Pattern (LPB) and textural spectrum (TS) are used as an extracted features methods [4] , the "texture spectrum" is used as a filtering process by (He and Wang, 1991) the texture spectrum based on extraction the local texture information for images pixels from the image spectrum. This paper describe the work as follows, first group of CT kidney images are taken. The kidney extracted from the rest images, a watershed segmentation is applied to located the Fibrosis, Cyst and Stone in the CT images, the Local Binary Pattern with Textural spectrum are applied on the region of interest, the geometrical and statistical features are calculated to describe the Fibrosis, Cyst and Stone shape. In the end, the feature texture accuracy is computed to give a description about the kidney diseases.
Watershed
The watershed segmentation is a process of image classification, it is first used by Beucher [1] . This segmentation based on the pixels classifier regions using the gradient value of an image. Features and analyzing the weak points along the boundaries region, the principles for this segmentation follows the steps:
1. Marking the local minima of the gradient of an image. This leads to over the segment of the image together, to overcome this problem, a method has been proposed by Meyer and Beucher [5] . It is called markercontrolled segmentation. 2. Use the specific marker position which have been determined either by morphological operators or by the user. First morphological tools used in segmentation: Each object in the image will define with a certain properties which mark the objects and they are named object markers. The same procedure will be done for the background where there is no pixel belong to the objects and it is called background markers. A gradient image is applied to get specific contours for the area of the markers, the final contours search on the gradient image is done by performing the "watershed segmentation process", the gradient is important in making watershed segmentation, since it depend on the homogeneity of the gray level values of each objects in the image. If the segmentation depend on the shape of the object, the distance is needed to perform the segmentation. The need for the distance function and the gradient function are called the morphological tools. Second discussing the over-segmentation between the objects, this can efficiently solved by defining different segmentations level [6] .
Methodology
Three diseases are taken for this search, each diseases four cases which are taken from the Al-kadymaa Hospital, a binary mask image is created to separate the tumor from the rest images and the density slicing technique is used to color the images in order to prepare it for segmentation. The segmentation process is used to separate the defect from the rest images, The region of interest of the kidney is obtained by using mask of white and black value to extracted the kidney from the CT images, the watershed segmentation is applied to extracted the cyst, fibrosis and stone from the image, also the LBP is used to compute the local feature of the image, then apply the Texture spectrum to calculate the Texture Unit (TU) number. The statistical and geometrical features also, obtained to describe the texture properties and shapes. The statistical features which are stander deviation, mean and local homogeny can be obtained as follows: 1. Mean Value: It represent the mean value of the gray levels in the cyst, fibrosis and stone images. The value of the mean is high when the sum of gray level is large [7, 8] .
Mean=∑ . ........ (1)
Standard Deviation:
The standard deviation (SD, also represented by the Greek letter sigma σ) represent the amount of variation or the dispersion data set can be represented by standard deviation, the low standard deviation refer to the value of data which tend to be close to the mean, while a high standard deviation indicates that the data set is dispersion over a wider range of the data values The SD is calculated for the cyst, fibrosis and stone images as follows [7] .
[ ∑ (xi -)2] / N .................. (2) where N is the number of pixel in the image, Xi is the pixel value and is the mean value [7] .
Local Homogeneity:
It represent the measure of smoothness degree, if (LHOM) be the value of the pixel located at (x,y) the equation can be defined as [9] .
Where is the local mean and is the local variance of a pixel located at (x,y) with block size of N N [9] .
Local Binary Pattern Operator
(LBP) is the features for texture description. it describe the formation of small patterns in which "LBP" represents the first-order circular derivative pattern of images, the small pattern resulting by series of binary gradient directions. When the first-order pattern fails to extract detailed included in the input object.
The high-order local pattern operator is needed. Second order which is the "local directional pattern LDP" which can take the change of derivative directions among local neighbors, and encode the turning point in a given direction. The LBP thresholding the neighborhood of each pixel in the image with the value of the center in a given window of 3× 3 [3] .
Texture Spectrum
In 3× 3 window, each pixel is surrounded by 8 neighboring pixels. The local texture information in the square image for the eight pixel can be obtained from a neighborhood of the data pixels, the "texture unit TU" can be extracted by the set accounting eight elements as follows [3] 
where E(i = 1,2,..... 8, ) and i = 1, 2… 8 and the element Ei, can have the same position of pixel i. when the element of textural unit has one of three possible values. The texture unit number can be calculated by using the following formula:
The percentage of the correct classification can be calculated as follows [10] .
Geometrical Features
The geometrical features can be describe by determining the area, perimeter and irregularity index. The area is finding by summing all the white pixels in the image matrix which has one value, while the background which has zero value is ignored. The irregularity index is computed by the following equation Where, p is the perimeter represented by the bounder of the Fibrosis, Cyst and Stone, A is the area of Fibrosis, Cyst and Stone in the kidney images. The irregularity index is equal to 1 only for circle and it is < 1 for any other shape [11] .
The Study Cases Cysts cases: Figs. (1),(2),(3),(4) represent the cysts cases each of the right and left side of the kidney have cysts, the cysts are nearly regular in shape. Tables (1), (2), (3),(4) shows the statistical features for each side of the kidney. Fig.(5) shows the LBP for cyst case, 
Kidney Failure Cases (kidney Fibrosis):
Fig. (6), (7), (8), (9) shows the fibrosis cases each side left and right have fibrosis, Tables (5),(6), (7) , (8) shows the statistical features for each side of the kidney. Fig.(10) shows the LBP for fibrosis case, Stone Cases: Fig. (11,12 ,13,14) shows the stone cases each side left and right have stone expect image No.1 and image No.4 only the right side have stone, Tables (9),(10),(11),(12) shows the statistical features for each side of the kidney. Fig.(15) shows the LBP for fibrosis case, 
Discussion
A statistical feature are calculated for the cyst, fibrosis and the stone parts, the Local Binary Pattern which is a textural features extraction are calculated for these cases, the images have been derived to the third derivation which is the best result obtained in calculating the LBP. The texture spectrum are also calculated to improve the textural unit. The geometrical feature represented by the area, circumference and the irregularity value represented the shape of the detected tumor. This value helps the physician to get the exact size and shape of tumor to give the patient the suitable amount of treatment Tables (13, 14,  15, 16, 17, 18) shows the irregularity values,  table (19) represented the average value for  the three cases of the statistical features, Table  (20) is the average value of the irregularity for the three cases, Table (21) is the textural feature accuracy for the three cases. The cyst has the greatest value in the statistical features and the most regular between the stone and fibrosis cases. The value of stander deviation is higher than the other cases (i-e) the variance is high and the dispersion around the mean is also high, the local homogeneity and mean for the cyst is high than the other cases. This can clearly see in Fig.(16) . Fig.(1) : Shows the watershed segmentation with cyst case for Image No.1. Fig.(3) : Shows the watershed segmentation with cyst case for Image No.3. Fig.(7) : Shows the watershed segmentation with fibrosis case for Image No.2. Fig.(8) : Shows the watershed segmentation with fibrosis case for Image No3. Fig.(9) : Shows the watershed segmentation with fibrosis case for Image No4. 
Fig.(10): Shows the LBP Images for fibrosis cases.
After coloring Right kidney Image No.1
Boundary of Stone
Stone Watershed segmentation Fig.(11) : Shows the watershed segmentation with stones case for image No.1. Fig.(12) : Shows the watershed segmentation with stones case for image No.2. Fig.(13) : Shows the watershed segmentation with stones case for image No.3. Fig. (15) : Shows the LBP images for Stone cases.
Discussion
A statistical feature are calculated for the cyst, fibrosis and the stone parts, the Local Binary Pattern which is a textural features extraction procedure are calculated for these cases, the images have been derived to the third derivation which the best result is obtained. The texture spectrum are also calculated to improve the textural unit. The geometrical feature represented by the area, circumference and the irregularity value represented the shape of the detected tumor. This value helps the physician to get the exact size and shape of tumor to give the patient the suitable amount of treatment Tables (13, 14 , 15, 16, 17, 18) shows the irregularity values, Table (19) represented the average value for the three cases of the statistical features, Table (20) is the average value of the irregularity for the three cases, Table (21) is the textural feature accuracy for the three cases. The cyst has the greatest value in the statistical features and the most regular between the stone and fibrosis cases. The value of stander deviation is higher than the other cases (i-e) the variance is high and the dispersion around the mean is also high, the local homogeneity and mean for the cyst is high than the other cases. This can clearly see in Fig.(16) . Fig.(16) : The statistical and geometrical features for cyst, fibroses and stone. 
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Conclusion
The cyst texture is the purest texture compared with the fibrosis and the stone cases, it local homogeneity is higher than the other, the stander deviation and mean is also, higher this means that the cyst has a Number of gray level more than the other cases. The irregularity value for the cyst is high compare with fibrosis and stone, its shape tend to be more regular and this can be shown in Fig.(5) . Table (21) shows that the local binary pattern accuracy and textural spectrum is high for the cyst than for fibrosis and stone texture. The texture spectrum extracted the general features of the kidney, the combination between the (LBP) and (TS) gives good classification than (LBP) and (TS) individually and this cab clearly seen from the accuracy value. The accuracy value for the Cyst is 96% which is higher than Fibrosis and Stone.
